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About This Game

ASTEROIDSHD IS AN INTENSE ARCADE STYLE GAME!

Engage in space-warfare with your friends and foes! Dodge and destroy asteroids while trying to stay alive in multiplayer!
Replay value is endless with massive combinations of in-game ship upgrades, modifications, and customization. Destroy

Asteroids and Aliens to gain the edge while you brag to your friends!

BETA DISCLAIMER:

AsteroidsHD is still in development and will contain plenty of silly bugs! As of now, we require the community support to help
with beta testing Multiplayer to ensure a smooth experience. We are planning to do monthly updates with content including

Ships, Weapons, and balance for the game.

KEY FEATURES
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Arcade Style Game-play

Fun single and multiplayer game-modes

Account Progression (Leveling & Prestige System)

Unique Ship Selection

Online Multiplayer

Global Leader boards and Stats

In-Game Weapon, Armor, and Stats Upgrade System

Real-time Space Based Physics

MEDIA / SUPPORT

support@newworldcoders.com
Twitter: @AsteroidsHD and @NewWorldCoders
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Title: AsteroidsHD
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
NewWorldCoders
Publisher:
NewWorldCoders
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or 8

Processor: 2.5 GHz Quad Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: PixelShader 2.0 Compliant Graphics Adapter

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English
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Suprisingly good game, plays much like a mix of sins of a solar empire with galactic civilization 2.. This game is marvelous.

People would say its a rip off of Minecraft, or Cubeworld, but its not.

This game has ALOT of potential. It's vast environments and endless character creation fits right into the storyline, if you do so
wish there is one.

This game is worth the money, and seeing it was made right before my eyes on twitch.tv by a wonderful indie game creator, I
cannot say this is a copy, because it isnt. It is like a cake, yes everyone has made a cake, but they're all unique, and this game is
unique in a certain way some people cant seem to grab.

Pick this game up for a great immersive experience,

9.2/10 ~Lucariocios

(BTW, the Marty Mc.Fly character in the game was suggested by me :D)
. my name now is biggus backstab duckus. Most of this game is great. The visuals, world\/level design, story seemed like it
would shape up as I got further but a few things are severly lacking. Firstly there is no save game function. This means every
time you want to play the game you're stuck starting from the begining with nothing. A design choice, sure. I get it. But the
biggest problem with this design choice, my second major issue, is that the controls for mouse and keyboard are horrible. Its
super cluncky, awkward and really holding me back from wanting to even play the game. Im not sure how the sheild is even
supposed to function, sometimes it blocks other times enemies just walk right through it. So collisions come into effect here
adding to the awkwardness of moving and combat. I found the most effective manner of engaging enemies is to just
continuously jump over them while throwing your spear at them other wise you risk the collision failing you and taking a hit that
you clearly blocked. Maybe if this receives an overhaul I will repurchase it but for now its refund worthy.. Pretty good I like
how I turn Germany communist. One of the worst games I've ever played. A load of an ugly mess for you to pay for.
Horrible combat system. Weak animations. Enemies are able to hit you while striking opposite. :\\
Stupid focusing while fighting. Idiot lazy controls. Acid graphics.
Awful achievements that force you to learn puzzles and mazes to re-play the game by 1 hour speed run.
As for 3$ never think of byuing this crap. Definetely be better to get stacked with "0.07$ priced" games.
As they say it here - avoid at any cost.. Great game if it worked right. Game crashes, schedules changed by AI, and it all happens
just as my empire starts to grow.. Worth the price.
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Excellent Gothic. When I played Sniper Elite V2's Hitler Assassination mission, I hated it. What seemed like the easiest thing
turned into a nightmare as Hitler would not die even if I shot the center of him while he was running. Instead, I found out you
had to shoot ahead of him in order for the bullet to hit.

Going into this mission, I thought I would not like it since V2's Hitler Mission was short and hideously difficult. Thankfully,
Rebellion seemed to iron out what was wrong with the last DLC and make this DLC much better.

The map is pretty nice and lengthy for one thing with lots of stealth opportunities to happen. The mission is never boring and
never too frustrating. And Hitler sits still for this mission! YAY!

All in all it's a good DLC, probably my favorite out of all the ones they released for SE3.. This is easily one of my favorite VR
games and is perfect for the platform. Extremely well polished and fun, you can tell the devs put a lot of work into this game
and they've made great strides since this started in early access.

The physics feel great and as a tennis player it also feels satisfying. It's not a bad workout too. There is plenty to do and the
sound design is top notch.

I saw a couple reviews here that it hurt their wrists, this really shouldn't be the case as you should swing more like it's a tennis
racket than a ping pong paddle.

Anyway, I highly recommend this one!!!!. The Kawasaki M8 EMU adds both a new spin on the NEC: NY-NH route, as well
showing American Railroading in a far more European fashion.

Pros:
-This is the only American EMU in the game so far, as opposed to the USA, for the most part, being long distance express
hauls. In comparison to the default Amtrak services, the M8 has a much more "European" style, with more accelerated speed
ups and braking, and far more stops along the route. This is really fun to do in an American environment, and I am very pleased
to see a TRUE commuter service like this one integrated so well.
-The locomotive is detailed wonderfully. The in-cab controls and signalling look fantastic, the passenger view is superb, and the
locomotive itself is beautiful.
-The train really opens up the rest of the NEC: NY-NH route. Along with being able to realistically stop at MUCH more stations
along the New Rochelle-New Haven mainline, it is now possible to drive the train from GCT-Pelham, deep inside the big apple
itself. This extension takes the route in a whole new direction, really going through the heart of the city, rather than just around
it. The New Canaan branch is a really good example of a suburban branchline, that truly does need to be explored as well.

Cons:
-I know this isn't really what people want to hear, but its difficult to really give a con for this. I wouldn't say anything is really
inadequate.

This is actually a really fantastic bit of DLC. Now that the lag bugs have been sorted out, I'd say this is truly a MUST if you own
the NEC: NY-NH. Its quite a lot of fun to drive, and it opens up the route in ways that having only the ACS-64 could never
dream of accomplishing.. Have You Ever Woundered What it Would be Like if you Fell in Love with Your very own Gaming
Console haha ^^ MC Named He Fell in love with his Future Gaming console And Became Lovers. He Had little to no money
Left so he took Gamble on Betting his Last Dollar on Ticket and Shockingly he won $10,000 Happy Enough With His money
and his Brand new GF They Spent the Night Together. I gotta say as Funny as this was There were Lewd Parts in it and funny
choices as well. I would Recc this to Anyone who wants to well Fall in Love there Game Console.. A long one but a good one.
You play a character in an alternate earth who goes back in time and messes things up royally, getting themselves and a few
friends stuck in Silverworld and they must fix things and maybe go home. It has a lot of stats to keep track of and many ways to
complete your objectives. The characters are interesting and the plot is engaging. It may be a little long but that is fine.. Very
good little game, not too scary. a perfect way to introduce people to VR horror.. the default scenery almost seems better quality.
this clutters the city more but doesnt really add much detail. definitley not worth paying for.. Whats the deal with not including
the CIVIL WAR DLC???? Isnt that the whole reason to purchase the season pass??? Is this Going to start as a LEGO "cash
grab" campaign??? Messed up...

after some research theyve also decided not to include ant man or spiderman... real D*ck move guys....
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